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Bush to go to Columbia
WASHING ION (AP) — Despite con-
cerns about security, the White House
said Wednesday that President Bush will
go to violence-torn Colombia on Feb. 15
for a four-nation summit on illegal
drugs.
The meeting, expected to last one day,
will be held in Cartegena on Colombia's
north coast.
The region is infamous as a haven for
cocaine druglords, who are waging a
campaign of violence in retaliation for
a crackdoWn by the government of Presi-
dent Virgilio Barco.
Other participants, in addition to
Bush and Barco, will be President Alan
Garcia of Peru and President Jaime Paz
Zamora of Bolivia.
On Monday, Bush had expressed
determination to make Colombia the
summit site, but said a final decision was
still pending and that "I 'will not do
anything imprudent."
Praising Barco for battling the drug
cartel, Bush has said, "I don't want to
undermine the courageous stances he's
taking. ... And I don't want to be the one
that sends a signal that nobody should
go to Colombia because they can't be
protected."
Wednesday's announcement came
after Bush signed legislation authorizing
$240 million in aid for Colombia,
Bolivia and Peru to help the Andean na-
tions wage their war against drugs.
The three South American nations are
the source of most of the world's cocaine
supply.
Bush had promised the increased aid
as part of the anti-drug strategy he
unveiled Sept. 5.
The legislation authorizes spending
$115 million for narcotics control
assistance and $125 million for millitary
and law enforcement aid in the three
(see BUSH page 10)
Pqrnography war creates
mass confusion in China
BEIJING (AP) — Children recruited
into a war on pornography are turning
in their bare-bottomed baby pictures, a
newspaper said Wednesday.
Primary school students confused by
the campaign's slogan — "Sweep the
Yellow" — also are coming to school
prepared to sweep streets and turning in
yellow-covered books from their parents'
bookcases, the official China Youth
News said. "Yellow" usually refers to
pornographic material.
The "yellow calamity has spread un-
checked and has seriously harmed the
spirit of our youth," the newspaper
said. "But this reporter feels that this
campaign should not involve elementary
school students."
The report said some young pupils,
told by teachers to turn in pornographic
publications, asked what pornography
was and were told it was pictures of peo-
ple not wearing clothes.
Some obediently handed in theire.own
baby pictures. Others brought in copies
of Baby Pictorial, a magazine for young
people, apparently because it had photos
of naked infants.
"The teacher did not know whether to
laugh or cry," the newspaper said.
It said even some teachers were not
clear what qualified as pornographic
literatore and some students searched
their homes for any books with a yellow
cover.
(see PORN page 10)
Books for children
The College of Education's Amy
Nadeau places a book underneath a
Christmas tree in the lobby of Shibles
Hall. The donated children's books is
part of a program called Childrens
Books For Needy Area Youngsters.
Toddlers to teens will be given the
books donated by the college.
Students, staff, faculty and friends
are encouraged to donate new or us-
photo by Steven Pappas
ed books in very good condition.
The books will be distributed at the
Orono-Old Town Kiwanis Annual
Christmas Party on Saturday,
December 16.
Books may be wrapped, designated
for a particular age level and brought
to the office of Robert Cobb, dean of
the college, 151 Shibles Hall, before
the close of school on Friday,
December 15.
Christmas time not filled with holiday cheer for some
By Jeff Pinkbam
Staff Writer
'Tis the season to be jolly. Or is it?
For many people, the holiday season
is a very stressful time. As Christmas ap-
proachei, problems are intensified and
several things can happen.
One of the big problems during the
holiday season is depression.
According to Phil Morrow, area
manager for mental health in Bangor,
the holiday season is a time when
families .set together and celebrate.
However, if conflicts arise between fami-
ly members, the holiday pressures are in-
creased, and depression can set in.
People who don't have families, he
said, also tend to get depressed during
the holiday season.
"People without families become very
aware that they don't have families from
watching television or their friends
celebrating with families, " said Mor-
row. "It can be a very depressing situa-
tion."
The hype given to Christmas is also
blamed for some cases of holiday
depression.
"The advertisers want to build up
Christmas and make it very important
so they can make money,' said Morrow.
"The build-up lasts for a couple of
weeks, or even a month with some peo-
pre, and then it's over in one day. It's a
real letdown. "
Morrow said the holiday season is also
a reflective time for people.
"If people have good memories of the
holiday season, then it (the holiday) will
be a positive experience.
However, if the person has bad
memories of the season, it will more
than likely be a negative experience,"
he said.
Another problem that occurs during
the holiday season is the increased
substance abuse.
"Bingeing, whether it be food or
alcohol, has become socially acceptable
during the holidays," said Morrow.
According to Maria Jacques of the
bureau of public safety, December is one
of the most dangerous times of the year
to be on the road because or the drunk-
driving problem.
To prevent some of the problems caus-
ed by excessive drinking, here are some
universal tips for party hosts:
1. Make sure plenty of food is
available.
2. Always have non-alcoholic drinks
avai I able.
3. Don't push drinks on your guests.
4. Stop serving alcohol as the party
winds down.
5. Provide safe transportation home
for anyone who has had too much to
drink.
2
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late fite iompany
The campus escort service
would like to inform
students that it will be
closing for the semester
this Friday, December 15th.
If you're out late at night,
please remember
to walk with a friend.
News Briefs
Students record first certified
human-powered helicopter flight
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. (AP)
— The keeper of U.S. aviation records
has confirmed the first certified
human-powered helicopter flight by
a super-lightweight craft built by a
group of university students.
"We are satisfied it was not a jump
start, but a bona fide hover," said
Malvern Gross, president of the Na-
tional Aeronautic Association in
Washington, D.C. The NAA certified
the feat Tnesday.
The Da Vinci III, designed and
built by engineering students at
California Polytechnic State Univer-
sity, had a 6.8-second flight Sunday
that was observed by NAA consultant
N S P
Come enjoy great music, free
soda, chips, and pretzles at
lenge! Gym from 9;30 fun. to
1:00 a.m. on Friday, Dec. 15th.
Cash bar with LD-12 oz. beer
for only 1.001
FREE ADMISSION
E C T 0
PRESENTED BY
R S
residents
on
campus
Thomas R. Studpnagel.
' Cyclist Greg McNeil pedaled Da
Vinci III hard enough to raise it eight
inches off the ground.
The flight was no fluke and won't
be the end of the school's develop-
ment of human-powered aircraft, Cal
Poly spokesman Bob Anderson said.
"They're already talking about
building Da Vinci IV when they get
back from vacation."
The 9'7-pound, 100-foot-long Da
Vinci III was built of space-age
materials, including carbon graphite.
It flew on Nov. 12 and Nov. 27, but
no NAA observers were present.
1990 Maine moose hunting
season moved to late September
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Maine
moose hunting regulators have mov-
ed the 1990 moose hunting season to
late September, instead of October,
saying that the meat .tastes better
because the animals are heavier.
The change in the hunting schedule
was approved by Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife Commissioner William Vail
and the Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Advisory Council, which also approv-
ed new rules designed to protect bald
eagle nesting sites.
In setting Sept. 24 through Sept. 29
as the dates of this year's moose hunt,
members of the advisory council said
adult male moose are in better
physical condition and provide better
meat if they are killed in September,
which is early in their mating season.
F. Dale Speed, chairman of the ad-
visory council, said Wednesday that
moose are heavier in September,
which s closer to their primary
feeding season.
"The average bull will have lost 100
pounds" between September and Oc-
tober, said Speed.
The department, in announcing the
action from a Dec. 8 meeting this
week, said biologists feel that the tim-
ing of the hunt is of "no biological
concern" because of the abundance
of healthy moose and present hunting
levels. The state issues 1,000 lottery-
drawn moose hunting permits
annually.
When moose hunting was restored
on an annual basis in 1982, the season
was initially held in September, but it
was moved to October following the
1983 hunt, when temperatures hit the
80s and heat caused meat to spoil in
the woods.
But Speed said that hunters now
are more aware of the importance of
removing the animals from the woods
quickly so the meat will be preserved.
He also noted that October
temperatures are often as high as
those in September.
The rules to protect eagle nests pro-
vide a quarter-mile protection zone
around each active eagle nest area in
Maine. Most land-use activities that
require a state or municipal license or
permit will be restricted in those zones
unless it is determined the activity will
not harm the nesting habitat.
Maine currently has no protective
zone around eagle nests, although the
state has some agreements with lan-
downers to provide buffer zones.
AIDS-tainted blood contains more
viruses than experts thought
BOSION (AP) — One pint of
blood from someone with AIDS con-
tains enough virus to cause nearly 2
million AIDS infections, which helps
explain why people who accidentally
receive AIDS-tainted transfusions
almost always catch the virus, a study
concludes.
The research shows that the blood
of people with AIDS contains hun-
dreds of times more virus than experts
previously had thought.
The researchers said their work
provides new clues about how the
virus destroys the body's immune
defenses and should erase any linger-
ing doubts about whether HIV, the
acquired immune deficiency syn-
drome virus, actually causes the
disease.
Previous estimates of the level of
HIV in infected Ilood were made
about five years ago. In the latest
work, researchers from Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles set out
to double check the figures using
more sophisticated techniques.
"The answers were quite surpris-
ing," said Dr. David D. Ho, who
directed the project. "We found that
the levels within the blood cells were
orders of magnitude higher."
Until now, scientists believed that
people with AIDS had the virus in-
side one in every 100,000 of their lym-
phocytes and monocytes — the white
blood cells that are HIV's chief
targets.
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Nekoosa Corp. says it
will fend off GP offer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The
chairman of Great Northern Nekoosa
Corp. said Wednesday his paper com-
pany is not discussing any "white
knight" friendly mergers or defensive
restructuring to thwart the takeover at-
tempt by Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Great Northern instead hopes to fend
off the unsolicited tender offer, which
now stands at $63 per share, in court.
"While we're in the courts we're not
considering anything else," Great Nor-
thern Chief Executive Officer William
R. Laidig said in an interview.
"Naturally we're talking to our finan-
cial advisers about what the future
would look like when we finish winning
this court fight with Georgia-Pacific, but
there's actually no specific work going
on right now and we certainly are not
looking for a white knight," Laidig
said.
Laidig said other paper company ex-
ecutives have brought up the takeover at-
tempt, valued at $3.8 billion, but he has
made sure not to get into any talks about
alternate mergers. When Georgia-Pacific
made its initial offer of $58 per share on
Oct. 31, there was speculation by some
analysts that other paper companies
might enter the bidding, but that has not
happened.
"I've talked to some other CEOs who
have said they're sorry to see this situa-
tion the way it is, but nobody's going any
c4mgEemr
tarther than that, because I wouldn't
have let then even if they wanted to,"
Laidig said.
Laidig would not name any of the ex-
ecutives he had talked to, but he said
Great Northern has also heard from
foreign companies who are watching the
situations.
"We sell a lot overseas, and there have
been people who questioned whether
there was a long-term interest in staying
independent or something like that,"
Laidig said.
"Now whether that characterized the
fact that they might be interested in some
other action or not, I don't know. We
certainly have had a lot of our customers
overseas who have indicated they are in-
terested in whether we do or do not stay
independent. But none of them have
come forward and said, 'We'd like to buy
you, or buy this or-buy that or anything
like that. "
The legal battles are being fought in
federal court in Maine, where Georgia-
Pacific filed a lawsuit challenging
"poison pill" provisions of Great Nor-
thern's by-laws as well as a state anti-
takeover law, and Connecticut, where
Great Northern has filed a lawsuit say-
ing the attempted takeover would run
afoul of antitrust law.
Great Northern late Wednesday filed
an objection in Portland to a motion
(see GP page 12)
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Who needs Paul Revere?
UMairie campus has its own Crier
By Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
Paul Revere was probably the first
of his kind.
Bound on his midnight run, Revere
spread the news: "The British are
coming. The British are coming."
Paul Revere was a crier.
Although there are no Paul Reveres
at the University of Maine, there is a
crier, The Campus Crier.
The Campus Crier is a student
weekly calendar published by ASAP
(the Association of Student and Ad-
ministrative Publications) as a service
to the students at the university,"
according to the Crier.
Listing everything from General
Student Senate meetings to lectures,
films and concerts, the Crier focuses
on student-related activities, said
Matt Harrison, the calendar's editor.
"(The Campus Crier) is put out for
the students, " Harrison said.
The Crier, which is free to students,
faculty and personnel, was started
three years ago at the suggestion of
Harrison's older brother, Scott.
"We feel there's a need for it as
something students could have for
free that could bring them together
on campus," Harrison said.
Located in room 16 in the base-
ment of Chadbourne Hall, the week-
ly calendar includes artistic, athletic,
spiritual and recreational activities
within its pages.
,While most notices of events are
mailed to the Crier or phoned in,
Harrison also gathers information
himself.
"I usually go to the Union and
scratch down stuff I can find," he
said.
Harrison said between 2,500 and
3,000 copies of the Crier are publish-
ed each week. They are then placed
in Fogler Library, the Memorial
Union, most residence halls and some
of the larger classrooms, he said.
Although only three Criers have
been published this semester because
of funding difficulties, Harrison said
they will continue to publish next
semester.
Any organization sponsoring
student-related events can contact the
Crier at 581-4359.
On the fifth day of Christmas my true love gave to me
5 Guitar Strings. 4 Sound Tracks, 3 French Songs,
2 'Riffle Disks, and My favorite tunes on CD
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Canada to give up to
75 reindeer to Maine
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Just in
time for Christmas, Canadian game of-
ficials Wednesday agreed to give Maine
as many as 75 North American reindeer,
boosting efforts .efforts to restore the
caribou in a state where it is now extinct.
-- Jim Kelland, minister of the New-
foundland Department of Environment
and Lands,' signed a letter confirming
plans to give the privately funded Maine
Caribou Project 25 caribou a year for
each of the next three years.
The gift gives new life to flagging ef-
forts to restore the majestic, antlered
game animals in Maine, where they were
once so plentiful a city was named
Caribou.
Project administrator Richard B.
Anderson was elated with Kelland's
decision.
"This is a great Christmas present to
all the people in the United States who
believe that it's important to make a
cOmmitment to restore native wildlife
species," said Anderson, a former
Maine conservation commissioner.
Ten of the dozen caribou released in
northern Maine's woods in April are
known to have died. An attempt to
release two dozen of the animals in 1963
failed.
But leaders of the reintroduction ef-
fort, saying they have learned a great
deal about how to medicate the animals
and prepare them for release, are op-
timistic a planned release next spring will
be successful.
Their hopes are also fueled by the sur-
vival of one caribou released last spring.
The doe was found in excellent condi-
tion after travelling roughly 600 miles to
Canada and back to Maine.
Kelland said the gift "continues a
commitment we made" prior to the cap-
ture of about two dozen caribou in the
province in 1986 for the Maine project.
"It's something when you can share a
bountiful resource that you have with
some other area that .has been deprived
for one reason or another; " the
minister said.
Under plans now envisioned, about
two dozen caribou now in captivity in
Maine, along with 25 to be captured in
Newfoundland next spring, will be
released in the spring. All of the animals
are to be fitted with radio collars so their
movemerits can be monitored, said
Anderson.
Details of next spring's, capture have
yet to be worked out.
On the sixth clay of Christmas my true love gave to me
6 Bands a Playing, 5 Guitar Strings, 4 Sound Tracks,
3 French Songs, 2 Turtle Disks, and My favorite tunes on CD
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
• SEMESTER
HUBBARD FARMS
Brand new 2 bdr., 1% bath luxurious
townhouse apartments located within %
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Amenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully applianced
kitchens include, microwave, washer, dryer
olif every unit. Spectacular fire placed
living rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to pr/ate decks.
Large spacious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights, easily OronoS finest development.
Rents start at 1700.00 a month with January's
rent free plus free cable TV hookup Call now
for your private showing.
Also tempting oppliestions for
full 1990 occupancy
Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884-7464
Ask For Harvard Ames
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PICS photo by Jack Wala,
Members of Kappa Alpha Psi at the University of Maine present a $100 check
to freshman Sharon Hilton in appreciation for painting the fraternity's shield,
shown in the background. Joining organization president Quester Hannah,
right, in making the presentation are Reginald Banks, center, and Keith
Kinard.
READ ABOUT THE GRATEFUL DEAD THAT PREDATES THE BAND
The Grateful Dead is a
folktale theme that dates
back approximately two
thousand years. Over the
course of its history the
Grateful Dead Folktalc has
interacted with a variety
of other folktales in a wide
range of geographic and
cultural settings. This
collection presents a
diverse sample 81 thirteen
fascinating Grateful Dead
Folktalex
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Bennett rock n' rolls against drugs
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) — Rock
n' roll was the medium for national drug
czar William Bennett's anti-drug
message Tuesday as he jammed on an
electric guitar for about 200 twisting and
shouting junior high students.
"This combines two very interesting
aspects of society — the principle of law
and the priticipTe of rock n' roll,"
Bennett told the studentT as he joined a
Manchester Police Department rock
band that carries an anti-drug message
to school children.
Bennett made sure the seventh and
eighth graders' from St. Joseph Regional
Jr. High School would remember him
when be picked up the rhythm guitar for
a version of "Twist and Shout" with the
band, "Friends in Blue.:
Roll over, Beethoven and tell George
Bush the news — "The kids loved it,"
said Sister Barbara McLean LSL
Joseph.
Bennett, director of the Office of Na-
tional Drug Control Policy, met with
education, law enforcement and drug
treatment officials in three New Hamp-
shire cities. The rock concert was his last
stop.
"You're the folks we're worried about,
you're the folks we're concerned
about," Bennett told the students. "A
lot of people who experiment with drugs
get so far off track that they can't get
back on track. Don't take that chance —
you're too important to us."
Earlier in Concord, Bennett said he
approved taking custody away from ad-
dicted parents in extreme cases.
"Obviously, you give parents — you
give anybody — the chance to recover,
to get better," Bennett said in an in-
terview. "But, supposing the parent isn't
getting better, shows no interest in im-
proving,  
_goinginto_treatment and it's
adversely and dramatically affecting the
WMEB 91.9 FM : Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz. blues, reggae, and
classical music, sports action, special shows and events,
and jut a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
to, tune 'em in 7 daNs a week!
On the seventh day of Christmas my true love gave to me
7 Banjos Strumming, 6 Bands a Playing, 5 Guitar Strings,
4 Sound Tracks,, 3 French Songs, 2 Mrtle Dis-ks, and My
favorite tunes on CD
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ORONO
LUXURY RENTALS
We offer a limited number of 2 & 3 bedroom luxury
townhouses within 1/2 mile of the campus. Amenities include
fully applianced kitchens, full basements, and beautiful land-
scaped grounds all maintenance free.
Offered from $600/mo. Furnished or Unfumished
Personal and Financial References Required
Executive Homes Available Also
PI Realty Management
942-APTS DAYS, 945-4546 EVES.
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Orono Floral
, Your Full Service Florist,
wishes all students a very MERRY
CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW
YEAR.
*Wire Home Flowers
38 Main Street
866-3557
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well-being of the child? The state can in-
tervene. "
Bennett visited Gov. Judd Gregg and
law enforcement officials in Concord,
before heading to a drug and alcohol
treatment center in Manchester.
; After meeting with state law enforce-
'Merit and education officials, accom-
panied by Sen. Warren Rudman, R-
N.H., Bennett blasted proponents of
drug legalization, saying the economic
basis of their argument could apply to
slavery.
"This is not an economic issue. There
were arguments made for slavery based
on economic considerations," Bennett
said at a news conference.
Meanwhile, a federal judge in New
York said Tuesday that drugs, including
cocaine and heroine, should be legaliz-
ed because the drug war is being lost.
1.1S. District Court Judge Robert Sweet
said legalization would eliminate the
•
•
•
•
•
•
profit motive in the illegal drug industry.
"I don't think ... the economic
analysis that's provided on the side of
the legalizers makes much sense, "
Bennett said. "For someone to sit in a
room and make an abstract bloodless
economic argument — when we're look
ing at 200,000 cocaine babies a year -
is to miss the point."
Bennett addressed recovering
alcoholics and addicts at the Sobriety
Maintenance center in Manchester.
Earlier in the day, he taught part of a
DARE class, a weekly drug awareness
session taught by a police detective, at
the Woodman Park Elementary School.
The former third-grade teacher asked
the class what should be done with big-
time drug dealers. After one child said,
"I think you should execute them,"
Bennett—asked--how--many students
agreed. All raised their hands.
Study at the Union
during Finals
DOUBLE WEAVER
WEEKEND
at Hauck Auditorium
How much do you ask?
NOTHING!
FREE ADMISSION!
Frid4y Night at 6:30 and 9:00 p.m.
Is  PUNCHLINE with Sally Fields and
lbm Hanks.
Saturday Night at 6:30 and 9:00 p.m
Is the Hilarious TRADING PLACES 
With Eddie Murphy and Dan Aykroyd
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Ow.
Presented by:
resident
on
campus
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Crewman says Iowa explosion accidental
Sailor Kendall Truit defends crew mate Hartwig, accuses Navy of "big coverur
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gunner's
mate Kendall Truitt told Congress
Wednesday former USS Iowa crew mate
Clayton Hartwig was no "suicidal freak"
and didn't cause the explosion that kill-
ed Hartwig and 46 other sailors.
Truitt accused the Navy of using "a
big coverup" to thwart theories that the
shipboard accident was accidental rather
than caused intentionally, "most likely"
by Hartwig, as the Navy has concluded.
The sailor said Hartwig wasn't told
until the morning of April 19 that he was
going to be positioned at center gun in
the No. 2 gun turret, "so there would
have been no time for planning" a
suicide explosion. He said Hartwig had
once talked of suicide, but Truitt said he
did not take him seriously.
Truitt said his own theory is that the
blast was caused by a defective hydraulic
rammer — the piece of equipment used
to shove the powder bags up against the
projectile in the huge gun.
He said he had had a problem with the
rammer on the left gun in No. 2 gun tur-
ret about a year earlier, describing it as
behaving like a transmission stuck bet-
ween neutral and drive. He theorized
that the rammer might have "suddenly
taken off," putting too much pressure
on the propellant.
He also maintained that gunpowder
on the Iowa had been stored in high
heat, that the cans were not airtight, and
that "you could smell ether" when enter-
ing a powder storage area. Truitt said the
fact that the crew mates working closest
to the center gun had not gone through
the exercise together before "may have
been a contributing factor" in the
explosion.
Questioned about his personal rela-
tionship with Hartwig, Truitt said they
had a basically strong friendship, with
occasional quarrels. Under questioning,
he denied they had ever been homosex-
ual lovers.
The Navy's official report on the Icr.-.a
accident-Sept. 7 made no-mention of a
possible homosexual link between the
two, although there had been earlier
news reports that Naval Investigative
Agents were pursing such a theory.
Truitt said he thought other Iowa
crewmen spread rumors about the two
because they didn't drink and spent a lot
of time with each other. "I knew it
wasn't true, and it didn't bother me,"
he said. He knew it wasn't true. It
bothered him."
On the eighth day of Christmas my true love gave to me
8 Saxes Blowing, 7 Banjos Strumming, 6 Bands a Playing,
5 Guitar Strings, 4 Sound Tracks, 3 French Songs, 2 Turtle
Disks, and My favo5ite tunes on CD
Dr. Records 20 Main St. Orono
866-7874
Now open Thurs. & Fri. night til 8:00 P.M.
Sundays 12:00 P.M. di 4:00 P.M. til Christmas
• %%%%% • •••• ••• • ••• •
F
ATTENTION
FINALS' WEEK SPECIAL
20 PERCENT STUDENT DISCOUNT
Roses Stuffed Animals Arrangements
Cut Flowers Balloons Candies
Worldwide Delivery Service Through TELEFLORA
Floral Designs
A Full Service Florist
47 Main Road Milford
(Downstairs From Hairhut)
827-8588
M-F 9-6, Sat. 9-4, Sun. 10-24,Ti X-mas
a
ideflina
***** * **** * * * * ** * * **
(meet at 5:00 p.m. in the Union lobby)
Get Off Campus
for a-Christmas Party with
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship
Join us for food and fun- Friday, Dec. 15
RSVP-866-7573
(so we know how much spaghetti to cook)
Our lgst party of the decade!
Petty Officer John Mullahy, who serv-
ed on the Iowa beginning last December
and was in the same division as Hartwig,
said of the two men: "From the time I
was on board, they weren't talking to
each other. ... They hated each other."
Yet, Hartwig never had Truitt remov-
ed as the beneficiary on Hartwig's
$101,000 life insurance policy. Truitt said
that in settlement of the policy claim, he
gave Hartwig's family $2,500, his lawyer
$40,000, and kept the rest.
Truitt also revealed that he was nam-
ed as a beneficiary on a life insurance
policy taken out by another sailor friend
who is assigned to the USS Roosevelt.
He said he saw nothing particularly
unusual about such arrangemments.
_ The gunner's mao sat alone at the
witness table in his Navy uniform. His
wife of one year sat in the first row of
the public seats.
He said there would have been no
reason for Hartwig to think he would be
in the gun turret on the day of the fatal
explosion last April.
"He was off the watch list" for the
gun-firing exercise, Truitt said. "He was
expecting his (next) assignment to be in
London."
The gunner's mate described the last
seconds before the shipboard blast off
the coast of Puerto Rico.
Truitt was part of the crew engaged in
the firing exercise, passing gun powder
bags from a storage room to the center
gun where the shooting was to take
place. He said he overheard the last
words of Petty Officer Eric Lawrence,
who was in center gun position with
Hartwig, would have been far different
if the explosion had been intentionally
caused.
"He wouldn't have had as his last
words, 'I'm not ready yet. We've got a
problem in here: If Clay was going to
blow up the ship, Lawrence would have
stopped him. They were literally standing
shoulder to shoulder."
I 1
I Classified ads get results! 
I For more Ir t information:
L contact the Advertising Department at 581-1273.
-J
CHOOSE AND CUT CHRISTMAS TREES
$20.00 any size
(tax included)
Barber's Tree Farm
Parkman Road
Garland, Me.
924-3134
Parkman Road runs between the two Exeter Roads
on south side of Garland Pond, approximately ' 2
mile from Route 94.
44,
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS
Modern;--Luxurious, one bedroom apartments.
furnished and unfurnished. Within walking
distance to the campus, in a serene, quiet, 
wooded setting. All the amenities for
comfortable living. Rents start at $430.00
a month plus utilities. Washer and dryer on
the premises.
EVERGREEN
945-5810
1
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1989 - 90 COMMUTER/ UMAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL PLANS
eUNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES - RESIDENTIAL LIFE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CHOICES - CONVENIENCE - REASONABLE
NUTRITIOUS - AFFORDABLE
A MEAL PLAN FOR EVERYONE:
5 MEAL PLAN S350.00/SEMESTER
ANY 5 MEALS/WEEK'
10 MEAL PLAN $687 50/SEMESTER
ANY 10 MEALS/WEEK'
14 MEAL PLAN $873 00/SEMESTER
ANY 14 MEALS/W,EEK•
21 MEAL PLAN S903.00/SEMESTER
ANY 21 MEALS/WEEK •
*The week runs Saturday through Friday
EAT IN ANY OF THE SIX DINING COMMONS:
COMMON PLACE (BANGOR CAMPUS) - HILLTOP DINING COMMONS
STEWART DINING COMMONS - STODDER DINING COMMONS - WELLS DINING
COMMONS YORK DINING COMMONS
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR A FIXED PRICE.
POINT MEAL PLAN NI $500 00/SEMESTER (Value is $550)
AVERAGE ANY 8 MEALS/WEEK
••• EAT IN ANY OF THE SIX DINING COMMONS PLUS AT THE MEMORIAL
UNION DINING SERVICES (DAMN YANKEE, BEAR'S DEN) AND AT THE
FERNALD SNACK BAR
POINT MEAL PLAN #3- THE MAINECARD
YOU SELECT - THE MORE INCREMENTS YOU BUY THE GREATER THE VALUE
Maine Produces Night, Hat Night. Martin Luther Ling Day. etc.
YOU CAN EAT AS MUCH AS YOU WANT AT A FIXED PRICE
THE NEW AND IMPROVED MEMORIAL UNION DINING SERVICV
!WAR'S DEN
"'Faster Service with four new stations'
Self-Service Beverages
Ice -Cream
Homemade Belgian Waffles
Individual Pre-packaged Salads
Self-Service Pastnes
Three Cashiers' Stations
New Salad and Fruit Station Featuring
Pasta Salad
Chef Marcoux's Salad
Fresh Fruit Salad
Fresh Fruit Display with Oranges, Apples, Plums, Peacnes, and other Fruits in Season
New Pizza Parlor
fresh pizza by the slice or to go
new beverage station
Quarter Pounder Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers, Hot Dogs, Fishbufgrrs, Fishburgers with
Cheese. Chickenburgers, French Fries, Onion Rings, Baskets of Scallops. Clams, and
Chicken Nuggets
Vinous Submarine and Sandwiches- vegetarian, ham salad, salami, harn, black bear,
turkey, chicken salad, roast beef and tuna salad
Amount Value Amount Value BEAR'S DEN HOURS
1 $ 50 $ 52 6 $300 323.
2 100 105 7 350 380 Monday - Thursday 700 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
3 150 158 8 400 438 Friday 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4 200 212 9 450 497 Saturday. Sunday 11 -00 a .m to 900 p.
m
5 250 267
The MaineCard lets you save money whether you cat three meals a day or enjoy sand-
wiches, pizza, salads, fruit and other snacks while you are on campus. Use your Maine -
Card like cash at any of the six dining commons or at the three Cash Service Locations
Bear's Den, Fernald Snack Bar, Damn Yankee. When you make a purchase our electronic
card reader deducts the RR pnce of your food from your account. The card reader will
display your remaining balance, so you can tell when your account is low Meal Cards
cannot  be used to purchase alcohol.
All meal plans are purchased by the semester and cannot be carried over from one semester
to the next one. Any remaining balance left at the end of the semester will not be refunded.
THE DINING COMMONS SERVE THE FOLLOWING:
BREAKFAST
Eggs to order, assortment of juices. hot and cold cereals, fruits. pancakes or waffles or
French toast, breakfast meats (3 times a week), doughnuts, mul fins, bagels. English
muffins, yogurt, peanut butter. jelly, whole and lower fat milks, coffee, tea and sodas
WEEKEND BRUNCH
A full break fast menu is served and luncheon entrees are added
LUNCH
If ot entrees such as Shrimp/Seafood Chow Mein, Beef Noodle Casserole, Lamb Stew.
Rice Pilaf, Turkey Broccoli Casserole, Spaghetti with Meat and Meatless Sauces. Chicken
Quiche, Shrimp Fried Rice. hot and cold deli sandwich choices such as vegetarian Pita
Pocket Sandwich. Chicken Fillet Sandwich Assorted Pizzas, Fish 5andwiches, Bacon,
Lettuce and TOTillo. RoastBecf.Ve.geianan_Elathread tnchiladas with eicanic 
Sauce, 11130 Beef on a Bun, Steakum Sandwich, etc..
extensive self-serve salad bars, vegetables, rice, potatoes, French fries, desserts, yogurt, fruit,
ice cream, and a wide selection of cold and hot beverages.
. _
Selections include at least three entrees, one of which is vegetarian. Entrees such as Fresh
Baked Whiirfish with Tartar Sauce, Roast Pork Loin, New England Fish Pie, Seafood
Newburg, Roast Turkey with dressing, Lasagne, Eggplant Parmesan, Spinach Lasagne.
--"Voast f.Sweet 'n Sour Chicken with Rice. Baked or BBQ Chicken. Beef Stroganoff.
Quiche Lorraine. Brown Rice Casseroles. Cheese and Walnut Stuffed Peppers, Yankee Pot
Roast. Thai •Stirfry with Chicken. Spanokopita. Vegetable Turnover with Supreme Sauce,
etc. etc. •
Also served with dinner are rice, potatoes or pasta, two hot vegetables, freshly baked
breads, extensive salad bar, yogurt. jell°. desserts, fruit, ice cream, juices and other hot
and cold be'verages
FOOD  MRS STEW ART PINING CQLki__MDA5
fr. JILlf CS daily an astlortment of five or more of the following: submarine sandwiches,
seafood in a basket, super salads, stir fry. Italian buffet, pastas, tacos, pizzas,
burgers, sandwich factory, hot dogs, soup, Mexican food, chicken in a-basket, assorted
desserts and a variety of beverages.
All Dining Commons regularly feature special meals throughout the year suCli as Apple
Dessert Night, Ice Cream Parlor, Coastweek. Football and Soccer Kickoff Bcun.lics.
DER DAMN YANKFF
More Ambience — More Comfortable — But Still Affordable
improved, extensive self-service salad bar
full luncheons, several choices of hot entrees, vegetables, rice, pasta or potatoes
a variety of sandwiches
fresh soup daily
coffee, tea, other beverages and snacks of all kinds throughout the day
variety of desserts
Second Cash Register with capacity to weigh salads
eat on the new patio and enjoy the fall
DAMN YANKEE HOURS-
Monday - Friday 7 30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Saturday. SundayClosed except for special functions
FERNALD SNACK
A full service snack bar located on the first floor of Fernald Hall offering a more person
able, cozy atmosphere. It has a deli line with a variety of sandwiches and submarines. ic
turkey, roast beef, vegetarian, ham, ham salad. chicken salad, tuna salad. It features daily
platters such as chickcnburgcrs, quarter pounders, hot dogs, scallops or clams which
include French Fries and beverage. Fernald offers homemade specials on Wednesdays,
i.e. quiche, spaghetti, baked ham, etc—ti also serves salads. a daily diet plate. yogurt, ice
cream, bagels, muffins, fresh fruit and a variety of hot and cold beverages.
HOURS
7:00 A.M.-2:30 P.M Monday. Friday
FRESH FOOD- NUTRITION - SATISFACTION - SPECIAL MEALS - RESTAURANT.
 
E4S1._-_CQInF.1•11WL_AFFORDBLE - 
COME JOIN THE UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES - YOUR HOME FOOD AWAY
FROM HOME! •
•-•14.•.
YOU CAN PICK UP A COMMUTER/ UNIVERSITY OF MAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL
CONTRACT AND THE UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICE BROCHURE AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS
The Commuter Services Office
All the Dining Commons
Damn Yankee
Bear's Den
_University I.D. Office
Campus Area Offices
or call the University I.D. Office, 581-4566 to get a copy of the contract.
Residence Hall Students can purchase the MaineCard in any
amount of Increments on top of their regular meal plan. This
Allows them to not only eat at any of the Dining Commons. but
also at all of the Dining Service Cash Operations. Le. THE
BEARS DEN, DAMN YANKEE. FERNALD SNACK BAR, AND THE COMMONS
PLACE. Residence Hall students can pick up an application at
any of the listed locations, but they need to turn it to
their area &Lice_
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Editorial
Follow the
schedule
It's that time again - the end of the semester whenthe professors pile on the assignments.Once the final papers are out of the way and the
final pre-lims have been taken this week, students can
begin cracking the books for finals.
The stress-level is expectantly high for students, like
every year at this time.
But this year a reading day has been added to exam
week to relieve some of that pressure, at least in theory.
This semester students get an extra day to catch up on
readings and prepare for finals. Some may disagree with
this extra day of free study, but it can be beneficial if
students take advantage of the opportunity.
. Instead of having to cram that first weekend after
classes end, students can take Friday and maybe even
Saturday to relax. Then Sunday and Monday they will
be rejunvenated to study again.
One drawback is for students who have exams late on
Friday. The exam week is late this year, cutting close to
Christmas, but what's more day in a 15-week semester
with no October break?
The real problem comes with professors who don't
want to follow the exam schedule.
Some instructors have decided they want to go home
early so they're giving their finals on Monday. This
defeats the purpose of the reading day. .
This type of practice should not be allowed. Everyone
wants to start vacation, but when professors move
schedules around like this it's unfair to the student.
If a professor wants to offer an alternative exam time
that's fine, but he/she must still allow students to take
the test at the scheduled time if that's what they wish.
Even if just one student makes the request.
For the reading day to be effective, it must truly be a
day off for students. If this is not possible then the
reading day should be forgotten. In this case students
might as well get home a day earlier.
Seac-•
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Dear Mr. Claus:
Suite 7-A Lord Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469
Mr. Santa Claus
Director of Delivery
Christmas Department
The North Pole
Dear Mr. Claus:
I appreciate your replying to
my letter so promptly, and hope
that your doing so won't affect
the amount of loot you bring
me on Christmas. I enjoyed
your personal stationery, but
must say that the motto you use
in your letterhead ("If you can't
get the stuff you love, -love the
stuff you get - or shove it.")
might be going a little too far.
But that's not the reason for
my letter, as I'm Are you
already know. I've checked in-
to the situation we discussed
earlier, and have come up with
some facts you might find
useful.
Yes, ‘Santa, we do have a
squad of reindeer at the Univer-
.sity_of Maihe. The only problem
is, they suffer from pretty severe
identity-crises, because
everybody calls them caribou.
Since your superiors at the Pole
_deni.ed you the funds necessary
for a helicopter, Which in turn
caut d the dilemma you're in
n
l
oou surely must know how
t se crises affect reindeer.
As you know, the furry fliers
aren't the brightest animals in
the world (how else could you
convince them to fly around the
world for a mere carrot apiece),
and ours have no idea that
reindeer and caribou are the
same thing. That might cause a
problem regarding the plan you
mentioned.
On the bright side, many of
the reindeer at UMaine have
John Holyoke
become ill because of some
kind of brainworm. Stop
laughing, Santa. I haven't got to
the bright side yet. The bright
side is that since they can have
brainworms, they must also
have brains; a fact that you were
doubting the last time we spoke.
Therefore, you may be able to
convince these reindeer that
they are in fact, "reindeer,"
not caribou.
If you can do that, we're all
set, and your problems are
solved.
You said your reindeer were
getting old, and due to
budgetary constraints you
haven't been able to invest in the
new steroids that would make
them bigger, faster and stronger.
I don't think that will matter.
This year, you don't have to
worry about your reindeer
pooping out on you when you
get to Peoria.
This time, you won't even
have to use the same reindeer
for the entire trip. You can use
the ones you've got until you get
to Maine, then leave them in the
pen when you get here.
Then we'll hook the sleigh to
the ones we've got here, snap a
few radio collars on the ones
you leave for us, and you're off,
complete with fresh, eager
caribou... I Mean reindeer. Just
take the red-snouted one along.
He's too conspicuous. •
The great part of it is, I don't
think anyone will notice. There
seems to be a revolving door at
the reindeer pen down here.
Some come in, and some leave
for Baxter State Park, where
they either get eaten by bears or
go absolutely bonkers when the
brainworms start tapdancing.
Others just up and croak in the
pen.
This creates a logistical
nightmare, whereby the Keepers
of the Herd have to resoct to
two methods of identificrion
of our reindeer.
The first method doesn't
work too well, because it in-
volves the scientists asking the
reindeer their names. The
reindeer have a thing about
scientists, since the guys in the
little white coats were the ones
who drugged them in the first
place and dragged them down
from perfectly happy lives in
Newfoundland.
The second Method of iden-
tification is collaring. The
reindeer wear collars around
their necks, which in addition to
being radio-equipped (WIDS is
the herd favorite), also have the
individuals' names on them.
With a glance you can
distinguish between he iden-
tical beasts.
So, if we're quic;, your
reindeer can stay with us this
year, catch brainworm, get eaten
by bears, and all that stuff, and
you can have a new, younger
squad to work with. See you
when you get here.
Sincerely,
The Daily M
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Response
Snoinuemoval poor
To the editor:
The "snow removal" or lack
thereof is a real issue.
Wheelchairs ought to be equip-
ped with snow tires, four wheel
drive, and mini plows just to get
from the parking lots to the
curbs. Yesterday someone was
cross country skiing in the park-
ing lot-not the field. I brought
my snow blower to school today
to make a path from the park-
ing lot to the path. Fortunate-
ly, the elves plowed overnight.
This could have been the sub-
ject of an embarrasing picture
in the Bangor Daily News.
It is very difficult to trudge
on snow that is covering ice on
the paths. It seems like no effort
was made at all to shovel the
paths. It really snowed. It was
no illusion.
The idea of plowing a com-
muter lot between 10am and
3pm is ludicrous. It's hard
Lick sends
condolences
To the editor:
This is a copy of a letter
sent by Dale Lick following
the tragic events in Montreal.
Recteur Gilles G. Cloutier
Univeristy of Montreal
Montreal, P.Q.
CANADA
Dear Recteur Cloutier:
On behalf of the Univer-
sity of Maine, I want to ex-
tend to you, your faculty and
staff and especially to your
student body, our deeply felt
condolences at this very sad
and tragic time. Please know
that we feel the shock and
horror of this event and send
you our prayers and
thoughts.
Most sincerely,
Dale W. Lick
President
enough to find a space in the
winter but to move a car at that
hour is nearly impossible. What
is wrong with plowing while the
parking lots are naturally
empty?
To the able bodied parkers,
just because the paint is covered
with snow doesn't mean that
those spaces are no longer for
handicapped people. To the
snow removers: clean up your
act. Safety is at stake.
Pete Reilly
Onward
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to
the editor and commentaries from members of the
university community. Letters should be 300 words
or less, and commentaries about 450 words.
Letters which are hard to read, unsigned, or
without an address and phone number, will not be
published.
Submissions which excessively exceed the recom-
mended length will also not be printed without
special arrangements being made with the editor.
Anonymous letters are welcome but will not be
printed without a special arrangement with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length, taste, and
libel.
Bush is hypocritical
To the editor:
It is unfortunate when a per-
son's words and deeds are con-
tradictory; it is even worse when
this person is the so-called
leader of the free world, Presi-
dent Bush. While he has gone
out of his way to recognize the
movement for democracy in
Eastern Europe, he has done
almost the opposite for the peo-
ple that dared to challenge a
brutally repressive regime first,
the Chinese.
Letter to Stockwell
To the editor:
I enclose a copy of my letter
to John Stockwell, former CIA
Chief who spoke on campus
November 1.
I thank all who helped spon-
sor his visit.
Dear John, I just received your
card. Thank you for writing.
I have so much to tell you.
Four of us who were there for
your speech at the University (a
month ago today!) continue to
come together. Last week we
sent a group letter to Senator
Mitchell. We are meeting next
week to compose a petition call-
ing for the dissolution of the
CIA,
We have been making copies
of your tapes and will send
them to our Senator and
representatives to Congress. We
are also lending copies to in-
terested individuals.
We have sent for your
bibliography. I am now reading
Union Board
successful
To the editor:
The Union Board is a student
organization that brings enter-
tainment to the University of
Maine. We do this by using a
portion of the comprehensive
fee which is allocated to us by
the administration.
This semester, UMaine
students have supported our
programming efforts with ex-
citement and enthusiasm, and it
has truly been appreciated. Peo-
ple have enjoyed our Saturday
night band series in the Bear's
Den, our After Hours comedy
series, numerous films and
videos, and various other
programs.
We would like to thank
everyone for this support, and
we would also like to welcome
anyone interested in having
direct input as to what kind of
programming they would like to
see here to stop by and see us.
We will be getting back up to
speed as soon as break is over,
and we'd like to see some new
faces, as well as familiar ones,
in our office.
Thanks once again for the
terrific support, and please join
us for future programming.
The Union Board
A People's History of the
United States by Howard Zinn.
We will continue to build a cir-
culating library from your list.
The four of us (and we
welcome others) are spreading
the "salt of truth" campaign
with DETERMINATION. In
addition we have the joy of
wonderful new friendships. Our
meetings are celebrations. In-
itially, peace issues (especially
the recent cruise missile
referendum) brought us
together. Your visit has given us
the "big picture" and a sense of
enlightenment as to the
necessary steps which must be
taken to achieve peace.
Please write or call soon. We
would appreciate your reaction
to the wording of our petition.
Linda Beast
- Maine Peace Action
Committee
Write
letters
to the
DMC
By implicitly normalizing
relations with the goverment
that butchered thousands of its
own people, we are betraying
not only our state policies about
the sancitiy of human rights, (a
policy that is more doubtful
now than ever), but also the
trust that those Chinese
students placed in us.
Further, by the veto of the bill
that would have allowed
Chinese students to remain in
this country longer;` Mr. Bush
has shown that he could care
less for the fates they are
awaiting upon their return.
Such actions, in light of
statements made on the
upheavals in Eastern Europe,
smack of hypocrisy, and simp-
ly clarify the point that the
government is willing to trade a
little blood to further its highly
dubious goals in Asia.
1 would urge the Congress to
override the President's veto,
and would implore the Presi-
dent to reassess the status of
relations between the United
States and China We have been
calling for people all over the
world to stand up for their
rights for years. If we abandon
them now, how can people like
the Czechs and the East Ger-
mans trust us again?
Bryant Nicholson
Old Town
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
Pro-life doesn't
turn blind eye
To the editor:
I care to address Mr. Pilson's
unfounded belief that the "pro-
life community turn a blind eye
to not-sopro-life stands taken
everyday by the U.S" I would be
very interested to know where
he has received his imforma-
tion. Not only am I pro-life,
(rather than, say, pro-death?),
but! DO NOT and WILL NOT
forget the suffering inflicted on
countries by the United States'
interfering "aid. "
Also, I do hope that Mr.
Pilson sees the contradiction in
stating that pro-lifers possess
"cruelty" toward those who
have been raped, become preg-
nant and wish to have an abor-
tion. There is a contradiction in
using the word "cruelty" with
the word pro-life. The wrong
people are being called cruel
here, Mr. Filson.
Furthermore, aided by her
"supporters," a victim of rap
often focuses on the child she
carries as only a part of the
violator; while forgetting that
the child is still very much part
of her.
Also, the term pro-choice
ONLY applies to the choice that
should have been made
BEFORE one becomes preg-
nant - not after the fact. So, yes,
I am in favor of stopping un-
wanted pregnancies, but only
before one becomes pregnant. I
have compassion, Mr. Pilson,
and my feelings are "truly
heartfelt. "
I was also not aware that
fighting for a life was con;
sidered cruel.
Amy Mikesell
Gannett Hall
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Campus Comics
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•Porn
(continued from page 1)
Other pupils, told they were being
organized into squads that would take
to the streets Sunday to "Sweep the
Yellow," prepared themselves for a day
of street-cleaning.
The official media carried similar
reports this fall, citing cases of parents
going out and buying pornographic
books so their children could meet
school quotas. One writer related that
booksellers in his town were happy with
their good sales of pornographic books
and that children exchanged the books
and read them with curiosity before han-
ding them in.
•Bush
(continued from page 1)
countries.
Bush reiterated his commitment to
help the nations that "form the front
lines of the struggle against the drug
cartels. "
Disrupting and dismantling "the
criminal organizations that support the
international production, processing and
trafficking of drugs are essential corn-
ponensts of our national drug control
strategy," he said.
The violence in Colombia since Presi-
dent Virgilio Barco declared war on the
drug cartels "shows that they are entren-
ched and powerful. International
cooperation is essential if they are to be
defeated, and the United States, in par-
ticular, must be generous in providing
assistance," Bush said.
The measure waives restriction on us-
ing U.S. foreigh aid to train police. It also
raises from S500,000 to S2 million the
rewards the United States will pay for in-
formation leading to arrest and prosecu-
tion of international terrorists.
While praising Congress "for this
timely response to my request," Bush
also registered an exception to a provi-
sion that would allow either House to
block aid if the State Department fails
to submit certain reports. Bush regards
any such legislative veto provision as
unconstitutional.
EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
OF partitNicpt.
you reduce your weight.
And since a 12-year study shows that
being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk, it makes sense to toiktw
these guidelines for healthy livngl
Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins A and C — oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,
brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high
-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and low-
fat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information,
call 1 -800-ACS-2345
_
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State mental health chief confirmed
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Without
a dissenting vote, the Maine Senate on
Tuesday confirmed the nomination of
Robert W. Glover as commissioner of
Maine's Mental Health Department,
which has been under intense scrutiny
for more than a year amid troubles at the
state mental hospital in the capital.
The 30-0 vote came after a brief
speech in support of the former
Philadelphia mental-health chiefs
nomination by Sen. N. Paul Gauvreau,
D-Lewiston, co-chairman of the Human
Resources Committee.
The committee voted 12-0 to endorse
Gov. John R. McKernan's nominee.
Glover "shares a commitment to
upgrading the tenor and quality of ser-
vices in our communities" as well as in
the state mental hospitals, said
Gauvreau.
Glover takes over the agency that
oversees Maine's mental health and men --
tal retardation programs and facilities,
has an annual budget of S125 million
and employs 2,650 people.
He previously directed Philadelphia's
mental health and mental retardation
programs.
One of Glover's first jobs would be to
recommend a superintendent for the
Augusta Mental Health Institute to suc-
ceed William L. Meyer, who announc-
ed his resignation last week after less
than three months on the job.
Maine's Mental Health Department
has been surrounded by controversy for
more than a year as a result of clusters
of patient deaths at AMHI, a cutoff of
federal funding to the facility and a civil
rights lawsuit filed on behalf of patients.
The class action lawsuit by patients
has been suspended so lawyers represen-
ting patients and the state can try to
negotiate a settlement.
— Superior Court 4ustice Morton
Like to write? Like to watch sports?
Well combine your passions and
write for The Daily Maine Campus.
Contact Andy Bean at 581-1268 for
details.
Brody's brief order to temporarily halt
pre-trial litigation so .negotiations can
proceed was signed Monday."
Four advocacy groups filed the lawsuit
in February, naming three state officials
as defendants. The suit cites a variety of
charges relating to conditions at the state
mental hospital, including patients be-
ing given too many drugs, unnecessari-
ly locked in seclusion and denied ade-
quate medical treatment.
The suit also claimed that patients do
not receive the therapy they need, are
discharged in some cases before they are
ready, and that those discharged often
do not receive adequate support services
in the community.
Patient-advocacy groups that brought
the suit include the Maine Civil Liber-
ties Union, Maine Advocacy Services,
Pine Tree Legal Assistance and Legal
Services for the Elderly.
Defendants include former AMHI
Superintendent Walter Rohm, Parker
and Commissioner Rollin Ives of the
Maine Human Services Department,
which has custody of some AMHI
patients.
The Legislature, after a lengthy in-
vestigation into AMHI's troubles earlier
this year, increased staffing and took
other steps to improve the facility.
A consortium of Maine hospitals
formed at McKernan's request was form-
ed to assume control of the hospital.
William Thompson, an executive with
Kennebec Valley Medical Center, served
as president of the group for four
months before the McKernan ad-
ministration hired Meyer as
superintendent.
Meyer announced last week he was
leaving to take a position with a
Washington, D.C. hospital.
Rose Re
Just in time for Christmas Sale.Bring in this ad and receive
10 percent off any in-stock part or accessory or an additional
$10.00 off any bicycle already on sale.
SAVE HUNDREDS
12\12 to 12\23
36A Main Street, 866-3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 10:00a .m.-5:C0p.m.
Thurs. 10:00a.m.-7:00p.m.
Sat. 9:00a.m.-4:00p.m. sv‘gv
ce-Ak&%0S%slegVSV
-,/4P-,/aPP/dP/ar/arda,.../0/4,1/401 4P./.0/41P-/al/
ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH?
Do you want an
honest deal on
your textbook?
Cow to tHE USED BOOK MARC
Sell TOUR books con MORE
Buy yown books fOR LESS
9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
FAA Room StubeNt UNION
Deceiviben Is - 22
Fon tne stubeNts, byiJiEstubENts
SpONSOIRCO by q.s.s.
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Hudson Museum exhibits model trains
Dedham School third graders Abby
Weissman and Brett Savage admire the
ehibit, —Trains Of and For All Ages."
at University of Maine's Hudson
Museum.
The exhibit includes a large collection
of model trains from members of
Eastern Maine Model Railroad Club,
and train memorabilia such as
timetables, equipment, plates and silver-
ware, and photographs loaned by the
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad.
William Soule Jr., UMaine associate
professor of mathematics, coordinated
the exhibit, which will remain on display
through Jan. 6. The Hudson Museum
hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday, and 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sunday . The museum will be closed
from Dec. 26 to Jan. 2.
from sheriff's office
Klansman may be fired Read the Sports Pages
NEWFIELDS, N.H. (AP) — Rock-
ingham County officials say the former
Ku Klux Klansman fired last week from
his job as a Newfields police officer may
be let go from his duties at the sheriff's
office as well.
Outspoken Klan recruiter Tom Her-
man must be fired out of respect to tax-
payers, said Rockingham County Wayne
Vetter, who up until recently had said he
wouldn't fire Herman even though he
disagreed with his beliefs.
Many people called in complaints
about Herman, some saying they were
afraid he would not dispatch officers to
minorities in trouble, he said.
Vetter said he would seek advice from
Attorney General John Arnold and
County Attorney Carleton Eldredge
because he thinks it may be unconstitu-
tional to fire Herman from his job as a
radio technician.
•GP
Herman's job at the sheriff's office
confines him to the basement, where he
does not interact with anyone and is in
charge of fixing radios, not dispatching,
Vetter said.
Selectmen last week fired Herman
from his job as a part-time Newfields
police officer, a decision he may fight.
"He was terminated because the
Board of Selectmen no longer had the
confidence in his ability and integrity to
perform his duties as, a police officer,"
Chairwoman Betsy Coes said Monday.
Claire Ebel of the American- Civil
Liberties Union in Concord said she has
received a letter from Herman protesting
the firing, but will not act on it until next
year. _
Police Chief Mike Daley also called
for firing Herman, who had worked
several shifts each month befoe being
identified as a Klan recruiter.
from Georgia-Pacific, whicn is asking
U.S. District Judge Gene Caner to throw
out the poison pill and declare Maine's
anti-takeover law unconstitutioanal in a
partial summary judgment.
Great Northern's attorneys said that
Georgia-Pacific incorrectly interpreted
the law, and if the judge were to go along
with that interpretation, then the ruling
would harm all Maine corporations'
abilities to defend themselves from
hostile takeovers.
The Federal Trade Commission in
Washington is also examining the pro-
posed merger for potential antitrust pro-
blems and is expected to say by Dec. 21
whether it has any objections.
"I think our chances of staying in-
dependent are excellent," Laidig said.
(continued from page 3)
"I think that the court cases that are out
there in respect to antitrust indicate some
very serious defects in Georgia-Pacific's
pursuit of us that really cast a lot of
question on whether the courts and the
Fit should permit this acquisition to go
forward."
Georgia-Pacific has also predicted
victory.
"We think that our offer for Great
Northern will succeed, and we think our
acquisition offer fully complies with an-
titrust laws," spokeswoman Gail
Smith said Wednesday from Glx:irgia-
Pacific's headquarters in Atlanta.
osci
ARRESTED FOR SLASHING PRICES
TO THE BONE!!!
BAIL PAULIE OUT OF JAIL SALE
°LEFTY GUNN'S
$60 FAMOUS MA WEAT $19.99
QUALITY S EAT FROM $6.99
$40 PR HT EATS $17.99
$6 COT ON PUSHDOWN SOCK 3 PAIRS $5
MAIN STREET IN ORONO,
ACROSS FROM 7-11 •
866-7310
SUPER DISCOUNT CLOTHil STORE
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Sports
Andy Bean
Of predictions
and results
Both coaches predicted their teams would be mediocre at the
beginning of their seasons. The reason: a group of talented,
but young and inexperienced players.
The early results, according to the most widely used statistic
(the team's records), indicates both coaches were wrong.
Shawn Walsh's University of Maine hockey team has jutnped
out to a 14-3 start and fifth-place ranking in the. NCAA na-
tional poll. Rudy Keeling's men's basketball team has headed
in the other direction, losing four straight after winning its first
game.
The reason for the coaches miscalculations catilie &planted
by the hidden variables of a team.
Keeling expected his team to have an "up and dovvn" season,
especially at the start, but the second-year coach has seen more
down than up the first five games of the season.
Three sophomores and two freshmen have played a lot of
minutes for the Black Bears.
He expected his young players to make mistakes, but he didn't
expect injury after injury.
Freshman forward/center Francois Bouchard leads the
talented group, but he also leads the latest injury report with
shin splints.
Seven players have been hurt or sick at some point this season.
Currently starters Curtis Robertson and Dean Smith are play-
ing injured, while Bouchard is out along with back-up guard
Raymond Alley (mononucleosis).
There is talent on this team,
or two games better in the win
can't afford injuries. The bench i
A better than .500 season
depends on a Black Bear team
that is'near 100 percent healthy.
So far that hasn't been in the
cards for UMaine.
But what about the hockey
team? With 10 freshmen, Walsh
said he would be happy with a
.500 start around this point in
the season. At 14-3 he should be
feeling pretty chipper.
The hockey team is young too, but Walsh's freshmen for the
most part aren't considered traditional freshmen. Seven of
UMaine's first-year players are age 20 or 21.
They're not your common 18-year-old freshmen. Many of
these players have a wealth of experience on the ice.
- - -
Jean-Yves Roy, Jim Montgomery, Brian Downey and Randy
Olson all played hockey for Canadian junior teams before com-
ing to UMaine. Olson played six games for a Major Junior A
team and had to sit out the first six games of the season because
the NCAA considers that league to be professional.
Walsh calls them "impact freshmen." Made an impact,
they have. ,1•••
Montgomery is second on the team in scoring with 22 points
and Roy is fourth with 18. Olson in four games has picked up
four goals and four assists for eight points.
maybe even enough to be one
column. But the Black Bears
sn't that deep, at least not yet.
Keeling and
Walsh have
same means, but
different ends
It's business as usual for the hockey team. The final four is
in sight once again, regardless of the number of freshmen.
The basketball team needs a break. Maybe the Christmas
break will produce a change of luck — a healthy team going
into the 1990s and the North Atlantic Conference schedule.
Andy Bean is a senior journalism major from Burlington,
Vermont.
Basketball teams
lose young players
Stephanie Carter leaves women's squad for
Husson; Roberts is 'shocked' by move
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Stephanie Carter, a first-year, full-scholarship
player, has left the University of Maine women's
basketball team and will transfer to Husson Col-
lege next semester.
Carter,a nursing major at UMaine, is the
holder of the Maine high school girls' record for
career points (2,167).
UMaine Head Coach Trish Roberts said
Carter's departure "was a shock to the whole
team. "
Carter and her father Harold met with Roberts
Monday. Roberts said Mr. Carter told her that
his daughter was transferring to Husson for its
nursing program.
In a press release from the University of Maine
sports information office, Roberts said, "I feel
that she is transferring because of a lack of play-
ing time. Stephanie was a good high school player
who could have, in time, been a good Division
I player. • -
"I believe that Stephanie understood her role
(on the team), thgh it was difficult for others
Husson this spring, and may play soccer in the
fall, in addition to playing basketball.
The decision to leave UMaine was an agoniz-
ing one for Carter. She said she had been think-
ing about transferr-
ing for "two or
three weeks."
"1 feel relieved
and happy. Think-
ing and thinking
about it took away
from my studies,"
she said.
Carter said she
thinks she will be
happy at Husson
College but will
miss her teammates.
"I think Stephanie C
arter
Stephanie is a very classy, hard-working young
lady who will be successful in whatever she does.
I hope and pray that in four years she can look
back and say 'I made the right decision for me"
Roberts said.
to accept her role. Therefore it resulted in her Carter will relinquish her scholarship when she
transferring to Husson." leaves the university in December, Roberts said.
Carter, who averaged 28 points and 19 re- She added that she thought if Carter "held in
bounds a game in her senior year at Schenck longer, she would have had her chance to play!'
High School, averaged 3.4 points and 1.7 re- "We've had a really tough schedule this far and
bounds in three games for the Lady Black Bears. I've had to go with my experienced players,"
"My transferring had to do with both (basket- Roberts said.
ball and academics), said Carter. "I Itrasn't disap- Carter said in the future she "might wonder"
pointed that I wasn't the big siar here, I expected how good she might have been at the Division
that!' I level. "But I think I'll be happy. I'll do my
Carter said she will probably play softball for best," she said.
Francois Bouchard out with shin splints;
Injuries hinder faltering men's hoop team
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
University of Maine basketball player Francois
Bouchard is out of action indefinitely with shin
splints and a pulled muscle in his right leg.
The six-foot-eight-inch freshman forward is the
latest victim in a string of injuries that has
plagued the 1-4 Black Bears this season.
UMaine head coach Rudy Keeling said, "It's
a day-to-day situation." But he added,
Bouchard, who has been out since the game
against the University of Connecticut, will pro-
bably miss this weekend's games in the Bud Light
Lobster Shootout at the Bangor Auditorium.
--He is averaging 5.4 points and five rebounds
a game for the Black ifears.
Bouchard is the seventh UMaine player to be.
injured or become ill. The Black Bears have
especially been litirt in the frontcourt.
Senior forward Dean Smith and center Curtis
Robertson are playing with injuries and center
Coco Barry temporarily left the [Qui this
semester for academic reasons.
Smith sprained his toe against Boston College
and Robertson still hasn't fully recovered from.
a sprained back,...
Smith was averaging Over 20 points in the first
three games before getting hurt, but in his last
two games he is averaging 12.5. -
Robertson missed the first two games against
Coppin State and Drexel University, but return-
ed for the BC game. The six-foot-10-inch center
is averaging 3.3 rebounds and 3.7 points a game
compared to five rebounds and seven points per
game last year.
"I thought he was back to about 90 percent,
but he's not, he's still only at 75 percent,"
Keeling said.
Barry's absence is at least until after exams,
and the injuries to Robertson and Bouchard
leaves UMaine with freshman Dan Hillman as the
only healthy center. Keeling hoped to bring
Hillman along slowly
to learn the system this
season, but he has been
forced to play, more
than 17 minutes per
game.
Keeling said the in-
juries have hurt the
team in games_ _
should have won. "If
we could just get a
complete team and a
complete effort
theoretically we could
be 4-I," he said.
"It's going to sound
like I'm making excuses, but I know we're 1-4 and
those games were there to be had.
UMaine has lost three games in the final
minutes. The most recent setback was against
Fairfield University, 51-48, Monday.
Guard Raymond Alley is still out with
mononucleosis, Shelton Kerry hurt his knee
earlier this season, but is playing with a brace,
and freshman guard Andy Liebert, who sprain-
ed his ankle at the beginning of the season, has
yet to see action. Forward Guy Gomis also
separated his shoulder before the season began,
but hasn't missed a game.
Francois Bouchard
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Women's hoop team takes
on Delaware State tonight
By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
basketball team hosts the Delaware State
College Hornets tonight at 7:30 at the
Bangor Auditorium.
The game will be the first-ever meeting
between the two squads. U•Maine is 4-3
after dropping two games last weekend
to Southeast Louisiana University and
the University of New Orleans.
DSC is 4-2 after winning its last two
games. The Hornets defeated Lincoln
University by 17 points (71-54) and
Brooklyn College by 22 (68-46).
UMaine continues to be led in scor-
ing by junior tri-captain Rachel
Bouchard, who is averaging 20 points
per game. Senior tri-captain Cathy
laconeta and sophomore "Macey Frenette
average 12.1-and 10.9 point's, respectively.
Frenette is the team's leading re-
bounder, pulling down 10.9 a game,
while Bouchard averages 9.6.
Delaware State College, a member of
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference,
has two starters and six letterwinners
back from last year's 17-13 team.
The Hornets, coached by Mary Lamb-
Brown, have three players averaging dou-
ble.ligits in scoring. Sophomore Sher-
von Hunter pours in 15 points a game,
while junior Kim Taylor and sophomore
Barbara Jones average 11 each.
UMaine head coach Trish Roberts
said her team "matches up well" with
Delaware State College.
Roberts said DSC "is not a very tall
team, but they are a quick team."
She said UMaine must box out well
in order to win. Thus far this season
UMaine has ben outrebounded by its
opponents 281 tó 239.
"Height means nothing. We proved
that against Wake Forest and
Rutgers," she said.
"We have to make sure we don't let
them beat us up and down the floor.
They run, fastbreak, and full-court press.
They play platoon basketball. They play
five players then they substitute in five
more players. One of their leading
scorers doesn't start," Roberts said.
Kathy Karlsson is still nursing her in-
juries, but Roberts said everyone
else is ready to go.
"We are ready to play at home. We
play better basketball at home and after
the two losses they're ready," Roberts
said.
Roommate needed
For two-bedroom apartment in center of Orono. Within walking
distance to campus; across street from Pat's, 7-11, and LaVer-
dieres'. Rent $150/month, includes heat & hot water.
Call Doug at 866-2698 and leave a message.
Trace) Frenette in action against Rutgers earlier this season.
SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS
1s '-FEN IN NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUs
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• INTERVIEW NOW • BEGIN AFTER EXAMS
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• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
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FOR NEXT SEMESTER
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
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Schembechler leaves coaching job
By Harry Atkins
AP Sports Writer
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) - Bo
Schembechler, big-time college football's
winningest active coach, said he will step
down for medical reasons after Michigan
plays Southern California in the Rose
Bowl.
Schembechler, 60, said he will turn the
Wolverines' program over to assistant
Gary Moeller on Jan. 2.
"I want it understood that I am in
good shape physically. The primary
reason for me stepping down at this time
is that I don't want to run my luck too
far," Schembechler said at a news
conference.
"I've been fortunate to coach for 20
years following a heart attack. I just
think at 60 years of age, it's time for me
to step down."
Schembechler said he will remain as
Michigan's athletic director, a post he got
in 1988 after Don Canham reached the
mandatory retirement age of 70.
Monday, Schembechler told a univer-
sity sociology class that he would never
sit in the coach's office of the $12.5
million Center of Champions. The
building, to be completed next autumn,
will house the football program.
He also told the students that Moeller
would be the next coach. Heart attacks
in 1970 and 1987 resulted in open-heart
surgery, and Schembechler's physicians
have urged him to slow down ever since.
But the decision was made easier now
because the Michigan football program
is riding the crest of two consecutive Big
Ten championships.
It also was becoming necessary
because associate athletic director Jack
Weidenbach, who has been in charge of
, daily operations of the department while
Schembechler tended football duties, is
nearing retirement age.
Sources rinse to Schembechler said he
Willie Mays: $4 million man?
By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — If Kirby Puckett
is worth $3 million a year, how much
would Willie Mays get?
If Mark Langston is worth $3.3
million, how much would Bob Feller get
if he pitched today?
Would Lou Brock get more than
Rickey Henderson? Would Elroy Face
make more than Mark Davis?
"I'd like to have a base salary of two
million, two-point-five," Feller said
after Davis agreed to his record deal.
"And bonus clauses for every win over
15 plus attendance clauses. Hopefully, it
might run to three million, four million
if I performed. "
Some say Mays was the best of his era.
He said the most he ever made was
$180,000.
"I'm not one to believe you can go
back to the '50s and ` 60s and compare
those things together," he said.
But Tom Reich, the agent for many
current major leaguers, said you can,
and knows what would happen.
"If you had a player as dominating as
Willie Mays, he would be a four-million
player in my opinion," Reich said. "A
player as spectacular as Willie Mays in
a big market, who could do that much
for a team — let me just tell you this:
if Willie Mays came along today for a
five-year deal, he would sign in the 20s,
I'd guarantee you that."
The statistics of Mays and Puckett
after five-plus seasons are very similar,
except for home runs. Puckett has a .320
average, while Mays was at .311. Mays
had driven in 509 runs, while Puckett has
506 RBIs. Mays had 187 homers to 96
for Puckett.
"It's hard to compare the numbers,"
Randy Hendricks, Davis' agent, said.
"Those parks were a lot better for hit-
ters. 11-y hitting in a dome your whole
career. Willie Mays right now would be
the best player. You give a slight edge to
Willie to 3 1/2 million. "
Yogi Berra, who played in more World
Series games than any other player, made
a top salary of $65,000.
"We tried to get more, but George
Weiss was tough," Berra said, referr-
ing to the Yankee's longtime general
manager. "Even then, how many
""'..4".41/".•••••00°'"•••••••.0"""••••••.0'.40".0°P.'0"...°"'" 
SEMESTER BREAK
CUTLER HEALTH CENTER HOURS
December 22, 1989 - Close at 9 p.m.
December 23, 24, 25 - Closed
December 26, 27, 28, 29 - Open 8 AM. to 4:30 P.M.
December 30, 31 - Closed
anuary 1, 1990 - Closed —
anuary 2, 3, 4, 5, - Open 8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
anuary 6, 7, - Closed
anuary 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 - Open 8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
anuary 13 - Clased
anuary 14 - Reopen at 4:00 P.M. (End of Semester Break)
Pharmacy and X-ray will be closed from December 22 at-4:30 P.M.
through January 7. Will reopen January 8 with services from
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
The Lab will be open 4 hours a day during break from 12 noon
until 4:00. P.M. M-F. •
•
100,000-dollar ballplayers were there
besides Joe Dimaggio and Stan Musfal?
What would have happened if I had
shown up with an agent? Heck, they
would have thrown you out"
Richard Moss, now an agent, was
general counsel of the Major League
Players Association when it won the
cases that created free agency. He thinks
the top players of the past wouldn't
necessarily push salaries to new ieights
if they were around today.
"There is a salary structure that deter-
mines who is going to be at the top and
who is going to be in the middle and who
is going to be at the bottom," he said.
"That's what Willie Mays is going to
make, no matter what the numbers are.
If you had a player with Willie Mays'
statistics now, he'd make $3.25 million
because that's the top of the structure,
not $6 million."
Direct from New York —
h'The Farewell Tour.
Ok/CaktaT•
'THE CHILDREN OF THE ORIGINAL AUDJ4NCES
ARE NOW COMING TO SEE OH, CALCUTTAr
AND THEIR CHILDREN DOUBTLESS WILL TOO.
TIMf, 1985
The World's Longest-Running
Erotic Stage Musical Comedy
Tuesday, January 30 at 8 pm
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
Call Ticketron 1-800-382-8080
Or call the MCA Ticket Office at 581-1755
weekdays 8:30-4:30 to charge by phone.
Window open 10-3 weekdays and 11/2
hours before every event.
Orchestra $18.50 / Balcony $16.50
A presentation of
Singer Entertainment
For mature audiences only
decided to make the announcement now
because he wanted prospective recruits
to know who the coach would be.
Schembechler leads all coaches in
NCAA Division I-A with a record of
234-64-8 after 21 years at Michigan and
six at Miami of Ohio. He is fifth on the
all-time list and needs only four more
victories to match his metitor at Ohio
State, Woody Hayes. Schembechler is the
winningest coach in Michigan history at
194-47-5.
Schembechler never has had a losing
season. Fifteen of his 21 Michigan teams
have been ranked in the top ten national-
ly. The 1985 team finished No. 2 after
beating Nebraska in the Fiesta Bowl.
tilAZZ0Titibid
FOR SALE
Chinese Pug Pupptes. Deposit swill hold for
Chrtstmas. Delivery to Campus any day of finals
week. Cali Laurie: 273-2357
HELP WANTED
Campus Rep wanted to run ski and spring break
tnps for free trawl or corruntwon Call Sno-search
(413) 533-1600
ATTENTION - HIRING! Goverrunent iobs - your
area. $17,840 - $69,485. CALL: 14602)
838-8885 EXT R18402
ATTENTION - EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32.0001year income potential Details
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk18402
LOST AND FOUND
LOST - valuable watch contact Mark 431 Oxford
LOST - A pair of tortotse-shell framed glasses. Last
seen in Barrows Hall next to room 153. If found,
plcase contact Beth. 581-4724. Rm. 241
ACTIVITIES
Wilde-Stein - Gay lesbiarr support group rits
every Thursday 6:30 p.m.. Sutton lounge Mem.
L:mon. MI NwIcome.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - Private room
in a lbedroom apt. located at 86 Mill St. 150/mo.
Includes ALL utilities. No deposit required.
CALL Christine NOW! 866-7790
•
Spnng Semester - Share 3 bedroom house with
2 male graduate students. Graduate student
)referred. $160/month plus utilities.
CALL: Stew 581-2260
Graduate student needs roommate for nev. -
bedroom Apt in Bangor. Has dishwasher, me,
dry. off street parking, wry nice! 15 minutes It
LIMO. 330/mo plus dep. Includes all utilities. Call
945-6291 eves.
WANTED
Men's Backcountry/Telemark boots. (Preferably
Merrill) size II Call: Liz 866-7508
ROOM FOR RENT
Reserve a Quiet Room in Private Home for Spring
Semester. Within 2 MM. Walk to Universits
References Reluired, Tel: 866-2816
THE DAILY AMINE CAMPUS WISHES LYERYONE
GOOD DICK ON THEIR FINALS.
PART,' HARD OVER BREAK!!
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The Daily Maine Campus, Thursday, December 14, 1989.
Up to your ears?
Dig yourself out with a
deal on an IBM PS/2.
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Before you get snowed under with work this year, get an IBM
Personal System/2.® Choose from five different pickages of hard-
ware and software—now at special low student prices. Each
system comes with easy-to-use software loaded and ready to go!
What's more, when you buy your PS/2,® you will get a mouse
pad, a 3.5-inch diskette holder, and a power strip—all free.
And that's not all. You're also entitled to a special low
price on the PRODIGY® service, too.
And aside from all this, three of the most popular
IBM Proprinters" are available at special low prices!'
Don't get left out in the cold! Offer,ends February 15, 1990. Come in todav
How're you going to do it? PS/2 it!
an• =MN
1=I
IN•1
OM.
• ==
•••••
it
• This offer is limited to qualified students. faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530E21. 8550 031, 8555 061 Of 
8570 E61 through February 15. 1990 The preconfigured IBM PS/2 Model 8525-001 is
ayallabie through December 31, 1989 only Orders are subtect to amiability Prices are subtect to change and IB
M may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
• IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation PRODIGY is a registered s
ervice mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company a partnership
of IBM and Sears
'Proprinter ts a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation c IBM Corp 1989
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